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1 Role of today’s Drum Major     

 
The modern Drum Major has an important role in the effective and efficient operation of 
a pipe band that extends beyond the areas of dress and drill. 
 
Most central to the role is that of communications – with the Pipe Major ensuring that 
report and performance times are known, liaising with contest and event officials on 
times and procedures, communicating information to players and assisting in the good 
management of the band. The Drum Major has a role of co-ordination that allows the 
playing members of the band to prepare with distraction. 
 
Preparation ahead of contests and events is crucial to achieving an enjoyable experience 
for the band and the listening public – as pipe bands we are in the entertainment 
business. 
 
Music, dress and drill are all part of modern presentation to enrich the musical and visual 
experience. 
 
 

2 Preparation of Dress 

 
One of the Drum Major’s key responsibilities is to ensure all members are uniformly and 
well dressed for performances and competitions. 
 
The Drum Major is usually responsible for the issuing (and keeping of records) of uniforms 
to members with the expectation that they will continue to assess the uniform for its 
condition and uniformity of wear. This is particularly important for new and younger 
members with the latter continuing to grow. 
 
Some bands issue a dress guide to members on the expectations in wearing the uniform and 
this may prove useful in achieving the desired consistency as well as inculcating the need to 
properly care for a uniform when stored and in use. 
 
Few bands today compete in traditional Highland dress and therefore, this presentation will 
focus on the “day wear” style uniform worn by our bands. 
 
The key areas that require vigilance listed below and drawn from the RSPBA manual 
 
  



GLENGARRY 

 

The glengarry should be clean and tidy and free from dust, fluff or dirt. The tails should be neatly 

pressed (no creases) prior to each performance. 

It should be worn with the point of the glengarry in the line with the nose, 25mm/1” above the left 

eyebrow and 13mm/1/2” above the right eyebrow. 

Prior to each performance, use a soft cloth to remove any marks on the glengarry badge and iron 

the glengarry tails. 

SHIRT & TIE 

The shirt should be clean, pressed and all buttons fastened. 

The tie should be fastened securely around the neck with the knot 

tight in the centre under the points of the collar. 

 

JACKET & VEST 

The jacket should be clean and free from creases, with no dust/fluff 

etc visible. 

The buttons/link chain should be securely fixed and all present, with 

the design correctly orientated. They should also be clean. 

Your jacket and vest should be properly stored in a cover bag when 

not being worn to decrease risk of fading.  

Official decorations and service medals are to be worn on the left 

breast.  

Band awards on the right lapel. 

The waistcoat should clean, tidy and free from dust, fluff or dirt. It 

should be worn with all buttons closed and fixed in line. The button 

line of the waistcoat should be in line with the centre line of the kilt. 



KILT 

The kilt is the most important part of your uniform. The kilt is your trademark, it is what makes you 

part of your band/clan, and it is very important that you wear it well and wear it with pride. 

The kilt should be clean, neatly pressed and free from creases. The kilt should fit well; and the 

bottom of the kilt should rest just above the half way mark of the kneecap. 

All tartan kilts have a centre line. This will be found in the pattern, and this line is used to centre the 

kilt at the front of the body. The hem of the kilt should be even front to rear. 

The sett (pattern) of the kilt should be level from the apron to the pleats. 

SPORRAN 

All parts of the sporran should be clean, tidy and neatly brushed 

(as required). 

The sporran should be worn centrally over the front apron of the 

kilt (the centre of the sporran in line with the centre line of the 

kilt) with the cantle (top of the sporran) one hand’s breadth 

from the bottom button of the waistcoat. 

Drummers are to wear sporrans on right-side rump 

approximately one hand breadth from the hip. 

Kilt pins should be uniformly placed, if worn. 

 

HOSE & FLASHES 

The hose/socks should be worn with the tops four fingers 

distance from the bone on the outside of the knee joint. 

The patterns and seams should be vertically straight. The hose 

tops/turndowns should be horizontally even and of a depth of 

NO MORE THAN four fingers. The hose/socks should be clean. 

Flashes should be worn on both legs and be of equal length – THE 

BOTTOM OF THE HOSE TURNOVER SITTING ON THE FIRST SEAM 

OF THE FLASH. 

The leading edge of the flash should be vertically worn in line 

with the front of the leg (ie, inner side running down bone). The 

bottom of the hose hold should be in line with the first seam of 

the flashes. 

Flashes are to be stored flat in a heavy cardboard or plastic cover when not being worn to protect 

against bending and fraying. 



SHOES & LACES 

Laces associated with Ghillie Brogues should be tied as follows: 

Pull laces tight and tie, then loop the laces twice times at front, 

pull laces around leg JUST ABOVE THE ANKLE (APPROX 2CM), 

loop once at back and tie horizontally in the mid-point at the 

front of the leg. 

On both legs, laces bows and tails should be symmetrical to each 

other. 

Brogues MUST BE DUSTED AND CLEANED prior to each 

performance with particularly attention to removing dust from 

the welts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the day 
 
It is advisable, in consultation with the Pipe Major, to set aside a time for a uniform check of 
all players before final preparations on the day of competition. 
 
These checks should be the final gloss on preparations at preceding performances and 
practices. 
 



3 Preparation of Drill 
      

Practice 
 
IN consultation with the Pipe Major, seek to have a 15-minute block of practice time set 
aside for some drill practice on a regular basis – never expect to be granted hours at a time, 
and particularly nearer to competitions. 
 
Regular practice assists the band with its deportment and with its music as players develop 
an understanding of where they begin forming the competition circle in relation to the 
music being played. 
 
Mark out the competition course ahead of the practice. Depending on the competition, the 
band will be required to perform a left or right wheel on the march-off. 
 
Points to watch in preparing your band’s march-off – 
 

 Grades 1-03 bands are to play music of compound time 

 The formation must be correct – eg, not four pipers in front rank and five in second, 
position of bass drummer determined by formation, if only two sides they may take 
inner files but where three or more, flanks must be complete 

 Band must advance after reform before completing countermarch 

 Band cuts out are coming out of the wheel 
 

 



 
 

BAND DRILL DEFINITIONS 
 
ALIGNMENT   Any straight line on which a body is formed or is to be formed 
COVERING  The act of a body placing itself directly In rear of another. 
COUNTER MARCH A movement where a band charges1 direction ISO degrees and 

marches though or past Its file or rank; 
DRILL The training of hand personnel to smartly execute certain movements 

In unison 
DRESSING  The act of taking up alignment correctly 
DEPTH:  The space between band personnel from front to rear. 
FILE   Front rank personnel and all covering them. 
FLANK   Either side of a band as opposed to its front or rear. 
FLANK-DIRECTING The flank by which the band marches or dresses 
FLANK INNER  The nearest to directing 
FLANK OUTER:  The opposite flank to inner or directing. 
FRON:   The direction in which the band is facing or moving át any given time. 
FRONTAGE  The extent of ground covered by a band laterally. 
INTERVAL The lateral space between band personnel on the same alignment 

measured from flank to flank 
INCLINE A diagonal movement by which ground is gained to the front and 

flank simultaneously without alteration of the original alignment. 
PACE   The distance measured fro, heel to heel, when on the march. 
RANK   A line of band personnel side by side. 
MARKER A person employed in certain circumstances to mark points on which 

to direct movements. 
TURNING  A movement by which a band takes a new alignment 
WHEELING A movement by which a band changes direction each rank pivoting on 

a fixed or moving inner flank but retaining its dressing. 
 
 

Demonstration 
 
Always communicate and demonstrate the various movements required for the march-off, 
the timing and position when moving into a circle and liaise with the Pipe Major when a 
contest requires concert formation for an element, establishing procedures for drummers to 
come to “the ready”. 
 
Demonstration, practice, communication and co-ordination all combine to assist players 
have an in-built and natural understanding of movements that allows them to concentrate 
on making good music. It also assists in a band presenting well at both competition and 
public performance. 
 
Remember to be clear at all times in communicating with players during practice and 
performance. 



On the day 
 
On competition day, always check out the course for the direction of wheel required and 
communicate that in advance to the Pipe Major and the band. Prior to commencing the 
march-off, confirm with players what they are about to do. After a fine MSR or medley, it is 
important to lock in on the next requirement efficiently and promptly. 
 
 

4 With Mace and Words     

 
As explained in the PBA Dress and Drill Manual 
 
Words of command must at all times be given with precision. Indistinct and slovenly 
commands wilt only produce slovenly drill, so it must at all times be avoided Drum Majors 
and Instructors when giving words of command should adopt a correct bearing, give clear 
precise and distinct orders DO NOT yell or scream out commands this is bad and will not 
achieve results, but rather cause ill feeling with tbc personnel of the band. 
 
Words of command are broken into two sections: the FIRST part, the cautionary; and the 
SECOND part, the executive, sharp and CLEAR. 
 
For Example: 
SLOWLY   SHARP AND HIGH PITCHED 
B-A-N-D   HALT 
R4.G-l-I.T   TURN 
BA-N-D BY-THE.-CENTRE  QUICK MARCH 
 
BY-THE-CENTRE means dressing by the centre of the band. 
QUICK MARCH' is given in the required marching tempo. 
 

Explanation of mace signals for use in band performances 
 
The step off   

The mark time 

The halt 

The wheel 

The countermarch 

The circle 

The cease play 

The salute 



5 Putting into practice and Recap  
 
Practical session on basic Mace signals and words of command for use in band 
performances. 
 
 

6 With Mace and Words #2 
 
Massed bands preparation Mace signals and words of command for use in massed band 
performances. 
 
 
In Massed Band formation t is an advantage to space files 3 paces apart, this allows for ease 
of movement when Counter Marching. Drum Majors position themselves 3 paces in front of 
Pipe Majors. The Drum Major in charge, positions himself 6 paces in front of other Drum 
Majors 
It is most essential that the Drum Major In charge briefs all other Drum Majors on 
movements which will take place and convey to all Band Members the same 
 
MACE DRILL: 
 
All Basic Movements are led by the Drum Major in charge.  
 
EXAMPLE 
Cease playing * Drum Major in charge brings the mace to the precautionary position AU 
other Drum Majors carry out the same movement 4 beats later After a further 4 beats the 
Drum Major In charge, and ALL other Drum Majors complete the movement together. 
 
MARK TIME 
 
Drum Major in charge gives signal only. 
 
HALTING 
Drum Major in charge gives this signal only 
 
COUNTER MARCHING 
Drum Major in charge will give a signal with Mace ferrule uppermost arm fully extended 
above shoulder A reverse swing can be used for this movement if so desired All other r 
Drum Majors on reaching the ground on which the Drum Major in charge right about 
wheeled, will raise their Mace ferrule uppermost On passing last rank of drummers, Drum 
Majors will smartly bring their Mace to the carry position in two movements Hold that 
position until the Drum Major in charge gives a new movement. 
 
 
 



 
CEASE PLAY SIGNAL:  
 
At end of piano part, Drum Major in charge gives precautionary signal to other Drum 
Majors, on the fifth beat following all Drum Majors move mace to the cease play position. 
All Drum Majors complete cut-off and on signal from Drum Major in charge return mace to 
either carry or standing position (as previously communicated by Drum Major in charge). 
Only the Drum Major in charge gives signal for bass drum beats. 
 

7  The link 

 
The Drum Major is the link person – with the Pipe Major and drum sergeant, between the 
pipe and drum corps, with contest officials and event organisers. 
 
Success in the role is determined by good communications, co-operation and collaboration 
in assisting a band deliver an enjoyable performance. 
 
Be clear and firm, fair and understanding … and enjoy the journey 
 
 

8 It All Comes Together 

 
Practical session  
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Further reading 
 
RSPBA Drum Major Manual    
http://www.rspba.org/documents/DM_Manual.pdf 
 
Pipe Bands Australia Dress and Drill Manual 
http://www.pipebands.asn.au/pdf/DrillDressManual.pdf 
 
Pipe Bands Australia Contest Regulations 
http://www.pipebands.asn.au/rules.asp 
 
 

http://www.rspba.org/documents/DM_Manual.pdf
http://www.pipebands.asn.au/pdf/DrillDressManual.pdf
http://www.pipebands.asn.au/rules.asp

